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We determine bounds for the smatlest f(n) such that every mediate graph with n vertices 
contains a (directed) cycle of length at most f(n). 
Our graphs are finite, directed and simple (without cycles of length one or two). 
Definitions not given here can be found in [1]. A vertex y wil~ be said to mediate 
an edge xz if the edges xy and yz are present. Tim Merrett proposed to cal~ a 
graph mediate if 
(i) every edge is mediated by some vertex, and 
(ii) every vertex mediates ome edge; 
he asked for the smallest f(n) such that every mediate graph with n vertices 
contains a (directed) cycle of length at most f(n). The purpose of this note is to 
prove that 
Ilog2(n + 1)J <~f(n)~< 2 log2 n. 
The same result would hold even if the requirement (ii) were dropped from the 
deftrfition of a mediate graph: the only properties of a mediate graph used in our 
pro~j!f of the upper bound are (i) and the existence of a cycle (which follows from 
(i) alone). 
Theorem 1. Every mediate graph with n vertices contains a cycle of length less than 
2 log2 n. 
Proof. Let us say that a cycle C'  refines a cycle C if C '=  VlWl'U2W2... ~)mWrrtVl 
and C=OlV2""vmv~.  Now let G be an arbitrary mediate graph and let 
Co, C1 . . . . .  C, be the longest sequence of cycles in G such that Co ~s a shortest 
cycle in G and such that each C~ with s>0 refines C~-~. If Co has k vertices then 
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each C~ has k2 ~ vertices; hence it will suffice to prove that 
t~k  - 1. (1) 
For this purpose, let d(x, y) denote the number of edges in the shortest path in G 
leading from a vertex x to a vertex y. An easy induction on s shows first that 
d(x2, x~} <~ k - 1 +s  for every edge xlx2 of C~ and then that d(x2, y0+d(y2 ,  x l )~  <
k-2+2s  for every two distinct edges x~x2, yty2 of C,. In particular, if C ,= 
1)IL: 2 " " " UmV 1, then 
d(v~+l, vi)+ d(t')+F,, v , )<~k-2  + 2t (2) 
whenever i:~ j. (Here, v,,~ + i = V l.) Since each edge v~vi+ l of C, is mediated by some 
vertex w~. there is a closed walk v~w~vaw2 • • • v,.w,.v~. Since t is maximal, 'this 
walk is not a cycle. Hence w~ =w~ or else w~ =v i for some distinct i and j. In 
either case. 
d(v~,vj+~)<~2 and d(vi, v~+O~2. 
The minimality of k implies 
d(vi+l.v~)+d(v~,v~+O>~k and d(vi+l ,v~)+d(vl ,  vj+L)>~k. 
Combining (2), (3) and ~,4) we obtain the desired inequality (li. 
(3) 
(4) 
Theorem 2. For every integer n greater than six, there is a mediate ~:'aph with n 
vertices containing no cycle of length less than [Iog2(n + 1)]. 
Proof. Write p = [logz(n + 1)] and m = 2 ~ - 1, so that m <~ n, It will suffice to 
construct a mediate graph G with vertices 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  m-1  and no cycles of 
length less than p: the desired graph H with n vertices may then be obtained by 
adding n -- m extra vertices x~, x2 . . . . .  x._,. with edges vx~, v.c2 . . . . .  vx._m for 
each edge ~0 of G and edges x~w, x2w . . . . .  x . _ . ,w  for each edge 0w of G. (It is 
clear that H is still mediate and has no shorter cycle than G.) The edges of G lead 
from each vertex i to all the vertices i+ 1, i+ 2, i +4  . . . . .  i + 2 p-~ (with addition 
rood m), To see that G is mediate, note that the edge from i to i + 2 k is mediated 
by the vertex i+2  ~-1 in case k>0 and by the vertex i+2  p-~ in case k=0 and 
that every vertex i mediates the edge lcading from i -  1 to i + 1. To show that G 
has no cycles of length less than p, consider an arbitrary cycle C in G and let xk 
stand for the number of those edges of "" which lead from some i to i+2  k. 
Clearly, 
p.-I 
~. xk2 ~ --0 (rood m). (5) 
k ~0 
It only remains to be shown that every nontrivial solution of (5) in non-negative 
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integers x~, x2 . . . .  xv-t has 
p--1 
xk I> p. (6) 
k=O 
For this purpose, we may assume that the solution actually minimizes the 
left-hand side of (6). This assumption implies that x i ~< 1 for all ]: otherwise the 
substitution x i~-x i -2  and xj+l~--xi+l+l (with ]+1 replaced by 0 in case 
j =p-1) ,  while preserving (5), would reduce the left-hand side of (6). But then 
p-- I  p--1 
O< ~ Xk2k~ < ~ 2 k=m,  
k =0 k =0 
and so xk--1 for all k. 
Remarks. The hypothesis ~, > 6 in Theorem 2 cannot be relaxed: every mediate 
graph has at least seven vertices. (This fact follows at once from t~e easy 
observation that, for every vertex v in every mediate graph G, at least thre~ edges 
originate at v and at least three edges terminate at v.) It may be. interesting to 
note that there is a mediate tourna~.aaent T, of order n whenever n > 6. If n is 
odd, then the edges of T, lead from each vertex i = 0, 1 . . . . .  n -  1 to all the 
vertices i+2,  i+4 ,  i+6  . . . . .  i+(n+ 1)= i+ 1 (with addition mod n). If n is even, 
then T, is obtained from T, - t  by adding an extra vertex x with edges leading 
from x to the vertices 0, 2, 4 . . . . .  n -6 ,  n -4  and n -5 ,  and to x from the vertices 
1, 3, 5 . . . . .  rt - 7 and n - 3, n - 2. Finally, not every mediate graph with n vertices 
can be embedded into a mediate tc, urnament with n vertices: a counterexample is 
provided by the graph of Fig. 1 (where neither ab nor ba would be r~ediated). 
a 
b 
Fig. 1. 
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